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TEXAS HOLD ’EM
1. A flat disk called the “Button” shall be used to indicate an imaginary
dealer.
2. At the commencement of play, the dealer will deal each player one card
face up to determine the placement of the button. Whoever receives the
highest ranking card will start with the button.
3. The button will move around the table in a clockwise manner after each
round of play.
4. The player to the immediate left of the button is required to place a
Small Blind bet. The player to the immediate left of the Small Blind bet is
required to place a Big Blind bet. The amount and number of Blind bets will
be posted on a poker table sign.
5. Starting with the player to the immediate left of the button and continuing
in a clockwise rotation around the Poker table, the dealer shall deal two
rounds of cards face down to each player, the player with the button being
the last player to receive a card each time.
6. Each player in turn, in a clockwise rotation starting with the player to the
left of the Big Blind bet, has the option to Call, Raise or Fold. If no player has
raised the bet, then the option to raise is given to both Blind bets. After the
last player has responded to the most recent bet, the betting round shall
be considered complete.
7. The Dealer will then proceed to deal three community cards (the Flop)
face up in the center of the table.
8. The next betting round will begin with the option to bet or check belonging
to the first player to the left of the button who has not folded. Each player
may, in clockwise rotation, fold, call, raise the bet or, if preceding players
have not made a bet, make an opening bet or check. The betting round
shall be considered complete when each player has either folded or called
in response to the most recent bet.
9. Upon completion of the betting round the dealer will again burn the top
card of the deck and then deal a fourth community card (the Turn) face-up
to the right of the Flop.
10. The next betting round will begin with the option to bet or check
belonging to the first player to the left of the button who has not folded.
11. Upon completion of the betting round the dealer will again burn the top
card of the deck and then deal a fifth community card (the River) face-up
to the right of the Turn card.
12. The final betting round will begin with the option to check or bet
belonging to the first player to the left of the button who has not folded.
13. If more than one player remains in the round of play after the final
betting round has been completed, a showdown shall be used to determine
the winner of the pot.
14. Each player remaining in the game will turn his cards over and the
dealer will read the cards to determine the highest ranking five- card high
poker hand using, in any combination their own two cards and the five
community cards.
15. The winner of the pot will be the player with the highest- ranking five
card high poker hand.
16. In the event of a tie the excess chip is awarded to the player to the left
of the dealer button that is in the pot.
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OMAHA
Omaha is similar to Texas Hold’Em except each player is dealt four cards
instead of two at the start. The betting is the same as in Hold’Em.
a. All of the rules of Texas Hold’Em apply to Omaha.
b. In order to make a valid hand, a player must use precisely
two cards from their hand with three community cards. At the showdown,
the entire four-card hand needs to be shown to receive the pot.
Omaha High-Low Split, Eight or Better:
Omaha High-Low Split, Eight or Better is played in the same fashion as
Omaha with the following exceptions:
a. In High-Low Split Eight or Better poker, the player with the
highest ranking five card poker hand and the player with the lowest ranking
five card poker hand will divide the pot equally. If there is an extra chip that
chip will be given to the player that won the High half of the pot.
b. In High-Low Split Eight or Better poker, if none of the players
at showdown have a qualifying Low hand, the entire pot will be awarded to
the player with the highest ranking High hand.
c. A player may form two different five card hands using their
four hole cards and the five board cards to contend for the High and Low
shares of the pot. A player may also use the same five card grouping to
make a High hand and a Low hand.
d. An Ace may be used as the lowest ranking card to make a
Low hand and as the highest ranking card to make a High hand.

PINEAPPLE HOLD ’EM
1. Pineapple Hold’Em is similar to Texas Hold’Em except each player is
dealt three cards instead of two at the start.
a. All of the rules of Texas Hold’Em apply to Pineapple Hold’Em.
2. After the initial round of betting, players must discard one of their hole
cards when it is their turn to act.
Crazy Pineapple Hold’Em:
Crazy Pineapple Hold’Em is similar to Pineapple Hold’Em except that
players will discard one of their hole cards after the Flop has been placed.
Hold’Em.

a. All of the rules of Texas Hold’Em apply to Crazy Pineapple

BETTING VARIATIONS
Limit Hold’Em, No Limit Hold’Em and Pot limit Hold’Em:
Limit Hold’Em is played with a structured betting sequence. One bet
and three raises are allowed in Limit Hold’Em. There is no limit on
the number of raises in No-Limit or Pot- Limit Hold’Em. In No-Limit
Hold’Em, players can bet up to the amount of their table stakes in
any round while in Pot-Limit Hold’Em, players can bet up to the total
amount of the pot.
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SEVEN CARD STUD
1. Each poker table shall be restricted to a maximum of nine players. Each player
who plays in a round of play may be required to place an Ante.
2. Starting with the first player to the left of the dealer and continuing in a clockwise
rotation around the poker table, the dealer will deal two rounds of cards face down
and one round of cards face-up to each player.
3. Once each player has received three cards, the player with the lowest card will
start the initial betting round. In the event that two or more up-cards are of the same
rank, the up-cards shall then be ranked by suit, with the highest to lowest ranked
suits in order as follows: Spades, Hearts, Diamonds and Clubs.
4. Following the bet placed by the player with the low card, each following player
proceeding in a clockwise rotation may fold, call or raise the bet. After the last player
has responded to the most recent bet, the betting round is complete.
5. Upon completion of the first betting round, the dealer will bring the chips into
the center of the table and burn the top card of the deck and place it under the pot.
Starting with the first remaining player to the dealers left, deal a fourth card face
up to each player remaining in the game. The player with the highest ranking poker
hand showing will initiate the action by betting or checking. If the highest ranking
poker hand showing is held by two or more players, the player closest to the left of
the dealer shall be required to bet or check first.
6. Following the initial bet or check, each subsequent player, proceeding in a
clockwise rotation, may fold, call, raise or, if the preceding players have not made a
bet, check. Each player may check until a bet has been made. Once a bet has been
made, the next player in a clockwise rotation may fold, call or raise. After the last
player has responded to the most recent bet, the betting round is complete.
7. The dealer shall then deal two additional rounds of cards face-up to each player
remaining in the game, with each round followed by a betting round. Prior to each
round of cards being dealt, the dealer shall burn the top card of the deck and place
it under the pot.
8. If there are enough cards remaining in the deck/stub, give each remaining player
a sixth and seventh card. If there are not enough cards remaining in the deck to give
each remaining player a sixth or seventh card, the dealer will shuffle the stub in with
the burn cards, cut, then burn a card and deal to the remaining players. If there are
not enough cards left with the burn cards then community cards will be dealt after
the burn card, face-up in the center of the table.
9. If more than one player remains after the final betting round, a showdown will
be used to determine the winner of the pot. Each player remaining in the game shall
form a five card poker hand from the seven cards that they were dealt. The winner
of the pot will be the player with the highest ranking five card high hand.
10. In the event of a tie, the excess chip is awarded to the player holding the
highest card by suit. For the purpose of awarding odd chips the suits ranked from
highest to lowest are spades, hearts, diamonds and then clubs. When making this
determination, all seven cards are used, not just the five cards that constitute a
player’s winning hand.
7-Card Stud High-Low Split, Eight or Better:
A variation of 7-Card Stud. The best high hand splits the pot with the best low hand.
However, in order to win the low half, the player must have an 8-low or better. If
there is no low qualifier, the high hand wins the entire pot.
7 Card Stud Razz:
Razz is a lowball game. The lowest hand wins the pot. Aces are low and straights
and flushes have no effect on the value of the hand. In razz, the high card has the
forced opening and the lowest hand is the first to act thereafter.
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